
Year 6 Spellings-Autumn Term 2020 

   

WB 28.9.20  
Rule: The /ow/ 

sound spelled 

‘ou’ 

 
Test on: 

2.10.20 

WB 5.10.20 

Rule: The /u/ 

sound spelled ‘ou’ 

 
Test on: 9.10.20 

WB 

12.10.20 

Rule: The /i/ 

sound spelled 

with a ‘y’ 

 
Test on: 

16.10.20 

WB 19.10.20 

Rule: Words 

with endings that 

sound like /ze/, as 

in measure, are 

always spelled 

with ‘-sure’. 
 

Test on: 

23.10.20 

Spellings which follow a particular pattern/rule have 

been provided. Some weeks, you will need to find 

additional spellings of your own, which follow the 

same pattern, and write them in the grid below.  

 

Please ensure your child learns their spellings every 

week. 

They will be tested every Friday on their spellings 

for the week and an additional five chosen from 

previous weeks. 

At the end of each half term, children will be tested 

on a higher number of spellings previously learnt.  

A copy of these spellings can be found on our school 

website. 

Teaching and Learning 

Curriculum 

Year 6 

 

Remember to look at the suggested list of 

‘Spelling Activities’ on Spelling Shed. 

TIP - Keep using LSCWC (LOOK, SAY, 

COVER, WRITE, CHECK) method. 

 

HALF TERM – 26.10.20-30.10.20 

mouth touch gym measure 

broadcast double myth treasure 

transport country Egypt pleasure 

silence trouble pyramid enclosure 

smoulder young mystery displeasure 

known cousin symbol composure 

thrown enough synonym leisure 

shallow encourage lyrics exposure 

window flourish system closure 

freeze couple gymnastics disclosure 

* * * * 

* * * * 

WB 2.11.20 

Rule: Words 

with endings 

that sound like 

/ch/ is often 

spelt –’ture’ 

unless the root 

word ends in 

(t)ch. 

 
Test on: 

6.11.20 

WB 9.11.20 

Rule: 

Challenge 

words 

 
Test on: 13.11.20 

WB 16.11.20 

Rule: Words 

with the prefix 

’re-’ meaning 

‘again’ or ‘back.’ 

 
Test on: 

20.11.20 

WB 23.11.20 

Rule: The prefix 

’dis-’ which has a 

negative meaning.   

 
Test on: 27.11.10 

WB 30.11.20 

Rule: The 

prefix ’mis-’ This 

is another prefix 

with negative 

meanings.  

 

 
Test on: 4.12.20 

WB 7.12.20 

Rule: Adding 

suffixes 

beginning with 

vowel letters 

to words of 

more than one 

syllable. 

 
Test on: 

11.12.20 

WB 

14.12.20 

Rule: Adding 

suffixes 

beginning with 

vowel letters 

to words of 

more than one 

syllable. 

 
Test on: 

17.12.20 

creature actual redo disappoint misbehave gardening forgetting 

furniture answer refresh disagree mislead gardened forgotten 

picture bicycle return disobey misspell limited beginning 

nature circle reappear disable mistake limiting preferred 

adventure earth redecorate dislike misplace developing permitted 

capture enough revenge dislocate misread developed regretting 

future fruit review disappear mistrust listening committed 

sculpture island replay disadvantage misunderstanding listened forbidden 

fracture often reaction disapprove misuse covered propelled 

mixture popular rebound dislodge mislaid covering equipped 

*  * * * * * 

*  * * * * * 

 



 


